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Abstract This paper exhibits a word-serial unified and scalable semi-systolic processor core for

concurrently executing both multiplication and squaring operations over GF(2k). The processor

is extracted by applying a chosen non-linear scheduling and projection functions to the dependency

graph of the adopted bipartite multiplication-squaring algorithm. It has the advantage of sharing

the data-path resources between the two operations leading to considerable savings in both space

and power resources. Also, the processor’s scalability nature provides the designer with higher flex-

ibility to manage the processor size as well as its execution time. The acquired ASIC synthesis

results of the explored word-serial multiplier-squarer architecture and the reported competing

word-serial multiplier architectures indicate that the developed design significantly outperforms

the competing ones in terms of area and consumed energy at the word-size of 32-bits. Therefore,

the explored architecture is more suited for realizing cryptographic primitives in all resource-

constrained embedded applications operating at this word-size.
� 2020 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria

University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Moderncryptographysubstantiallydependsonfinite-fieldarith-
metic operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication,
inversion,division, andexponentiation.Thereare twocategories

of cryptography: symmetric-key cryptography and public-key
cryptography. In symmetric-key cryptography, encryption and
decryption processes use the same secret key, while they use dif-

ferent keys in public-key cryptography. RSA cryptography [1]
and epileptic curve cryptography (ECC) [2] are two important
cryptographic techniques based on the public-key cryptography

principle. They extensively use finite-field arithmetic operations
to realize both the encryption and decryption processes.

Addition and subtraction operations can be easily realized

using the logical XOR gate. The highly complicated operations
such as inversion, division, and exponentiation are substantially
achieved using recursive multiplication. Therefore, finite-field
multiplication is considered the fundamental part of these com-

plex operations and hence all the cryptographic techniques.
Modular exponentiation is an essential part of several cryp-

tographic techniques, especially RSA cryptography. There are

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.aej.2020.10.058&domain=pdf
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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two binary algorithm techniques used to perform this opera-
tion. In the first technique, the algorithm scans the exponent
bits starting from the rightmost bit (the least significant bit).

In contrast, the second technique scans the exponent bits start-
ing from the leftmost bit (the most significant bit). Both algo-
rithm techniques are proceeded using a sequence of finite-field

multiplication and squaring operations. The first algorithm
technique can perform both multiplication and squaring oper-
ations concurrently to reduce the computation time. There-

fore, many trials in the literature have merged both
operations in a unified hardware structure to minimize the uti-
lized space and increase the computation performance [3–5].
Unfortunately, all the developed merged structures mainly tar-

geted the high-performance applications and neglected the
resource-constrained embedded applications.

Scalable systolic/semi-systolic processors can be considered

the optimal hardware structure for resource-constrained
embedded applications. They achieve a trad-off between area
and delay complexities. Therefore, they can combine the merits

of the bit-serial and bit-parallel systolic/semi-systolic proces-
sors. The systolic/semi-systolic nature of these architectures
makes them more efficient in VLSI implementation due to their

regularity, modularity, and local interconnectivity between
their processing elements. Bit-serial systolic/semi-systolic pro-
cessors typically have low area-complexity and high delay-
complexity, making them not suitable for high-speed applica-

tions. Bit-parallel systolic/semi-systolic processors usually have
high area-complexity and low delay-complexity, making them
not ideal for applications imposes restrictions on the area. On

the other hand, the scalable systolic/semi-systolic processors
allow flexibility to control the area and delay complexities to
fit the design to the fixed embedded processor space.

2. Related work

There are various multiplier architectures over GF(2k) realized

in the literature [3,4,6,7] but they have high hardware and
delay complexities. Therefore, they are not suitable for utiliza-
tion in resource-constrained embedded applications. Word-

serial multiplier architectures are the most suitable ones that
can target these types of applications. This is due to that they
have a trade-off between hardware and delay complexities.
Therefore, the designer can easily manage these hardware

structures to control their size and execution time. There are
four categories of word-serial multiplier structures: serial-in/
serial-output [8–12], parallel-in/ serial-output [13], serial-in/

parallel-output [14–17], and scalable structures [18–24].
This paper presents an efficient word-serial unified and scal-

able semi-systolic processor core that performs both field mul-

tiplication and squaring operations simultaneously over GF

(2k). The combined structure provides the advantage of shar-
ing hardware resources leading to more savings in hardware
complexity and consumed power. The scalability offers the

merit of adapting the processor size and its execution time to
suit all the resource-constrained embedded applications. Also,
the semi-systolic structures of the processor core make it more

suitable for VLSI implementation. The processor core is
extracted by applying a chosen non-linear scheduling and pro-
jection functions, based on the approach discussed in [25–30],

to the dependency graph of the adopted bipartite
multiplication-squaring algorithm.
The arrangement of the article is as follows. Section 3 pre-
sents a brief description of polynomial-based bipartite

multiplication-squaring algorithm in GF 2k
� �

and develops

the corresponding bit-level representation. Section 4 displays

the extraction process of the algorithm dependency graph
(DG). Section 5 explains the exploration process of the
word-serial unified and scalable semi-systolic processor core

and provides its hardware details. Section 6 compares the per-
formance of the proposed design to the competent ones in
terms of area, delay, and consumed energy. Section 7 summa-

rizes and concludes this work.

3. Polynomial-based bipartite multiplication-squaring algorithm

over GF 2k
� �

SupposeH að Þ be the polynomial generator of the binary exten-

sion field GF 2k
� �

and polynomials A að Þ and B að Þ be any arbi-

trary polynomial elements inside this field. The representation

of these polynomials in GF 2k
� �

can be as follows:

A að Þ ¼
Xk�1
i¼0

aia
i ð1Þ

B að Þ ¼
Xk�1
i¼0

bia
i ð2Þ

H að Þ ¼
Xk
i¼0

hia
i ð3Þ

where ai; bi; hi 2 GF(2) and k is the filed size.

Since a is a root of H að Þ; ak mod H að Þ and akþ1 mod H að Þ
can be represented as follows:

ak mod H að Þ ¼
Xk�1
j¼0

hja
j ð4Þ

akþ1 mod H að Þ ¼
Xk�1
j¼1

hk�1hj þ hj�1
� �

aj þ hk�1h0

ffi H0 að Þ ¼
Xk�1
j¼0

h0ja
j

ð5Þ

Consider that H0 að Þ is available in advance and suppose that
f ¼ k=2b c; g ¼ k=2d e. We can define the polynomial multiplica-

tion and squaring over GF 2k
� �

as follows:
P að Þ ¼ A að ÞB að Þ mod H að Þ

¼
Xk�1
i¼0

biA að Þai mod H að Þ

¼
Xg�1
i¼0

b2iA að Þa2i þ a
Xf�1
i¼0

b2iþ1A að Þa2i
 !

mod H að Þ

ð6Þ

S að Þ ¼ A að ÞA að Þ mod H að Þ

¼
Xk�1
i¼0

aiA að Þai mod H að Þ

¼
Xg�1
i¼0

a2iA að Þa2i þ a
Xf�1
i¼0

a2iþ1A að Þa2i
 !

mod H að Þ

ð7Þ
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P að Þ and S að Þ can be divided into two parts as follows:

P að Þ ¼ C að Þ þ aD að Þð Þ mod H að Þ ð8Þ
S að Þ ¼ Q að Þ þ aR að Þð Þ mod H að Þ ð9Þ
where,

C að Þ ¼
Xg�1
i¼0

b2iA að Þa2i mod H að Þ ð10Þ

D að Þ ¼
Xf�1
i¼0

b2iþ1A að Þa2i mod H að Þ ð11Þ

Q að Þ ¼
Xg�1
i¼0

a2iA að Þa2i mod H að Þ ð12Þ

R að Þ ¼
Xf�1
i¼0

a2iþ1A að Þa2i mod H að Þ ð13Þ

Algorithm 1 is the bipartite unified algorithm recommended
by Kim [4,31] to concurrently computes the products P að Þ and
S að Þ. From now on, we will replace the polynomials

A að Þ;C að Þ;D að Þ;Q að Þ, and R að Þ with the variables
A;C;D;Q, and R, respectively. At iteration i, the partial results

of these variables are represented as Ai;Ci;Di;Qi, and Ri.

b2i�2; b2i�1; a2i�2, and a2i�1 depicts the 2i� 2ð Þth and 2i� 1ð Þth
bits of the input variables B and A, respectively. At the initial-
ization step (i ¼ 0), the algorithm assigns zero values to vari-

ables C;D;Q, and R. Through the ith iterations of the

algorithm, the for loop updates the intermediate results

Ai;Ci;Di;Qi, and Ri of variables A;C;D;Q, and R, respec-
tively, as shown in steps 2-to-6. After the final iteration of

the for-loop, the post-processing steps 8 and 9 computes the
products P and S, respectively.

To extract the data dependency graph of Algorithm 1, and
hence exploring the hardware structure of the multiplier-

squarer, we should represent Algorithm 1 in the bit-level form.
The developed bit-level representation of Algorithm 1 is shown

in Algorithm 2. In this algorithm, the elements aij; c
i
j; d

i
j; q

i
j and

rij represent the jth bit of variables A;C;D;Q and R at the ith

iteration, respectively. The algorithm replaces the i for loop

in Algorithm 1 by two for loops: the outer i for loop and the
inner j for loop to compute, bit-by-bit, the intermediate partial

results of variables Ai;Ci;Di;Qi;Ri . The last two steps, Steps 8

and 9 of Algorithm 2, are replaced by the post-processing for
loop shown at the end of Algorithm 2 to be executed bit-by-bit.

According to Step 2 in Algorithm 1, the value of Ai�1 is mul-

tiplied by a2. Thus, it should be shifted lift, before reduction,
by two bits through each iteration of the outer for loop of

Algorithm 2. Due to shifting left of Ai�1 by two positions,

the initial value of operand A;A0, should be padded by two

zero bits at the right, as shown in Algorithm 2. Also, through
each iteration of the outer for loop, the least significant bits,

ai�1�1 and ai�1�2 , of variable Ai�1 should be assigned zero values

as shown in Step 2 of Algorithm 2. Since the final values of

variables Df and Rf are multiplied by a, as shown in Steps 8

and 9 of Algorithm 1, they should be shifted left by 1-bit.

Thus, their initial values, D0 and R0 should be padded by zero

bit at the right and also their final least significant bits, df�1 and
rf�1, should be forced to have zero value as shown in Step 11 of

Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 1. Polynomial-based bipartite multiplication and

squaring algorithm in GF(2k) [4,31].

Input: A;B 2 GF(2k), H;H0; g ¼ dk=2e, and f ¼ bk=2c
Mult. Output: P ¼ A: B mod H

Square Output: S ¼ A: A mod H

Initialization:

A 0ð Þ  A; B B; C0

 0; D0  0; Q0  0; R0  0; H H; H0  H0

Algorithm:

1: for 1 6 i 6 g do

2: Ai ¼ Ai�1: a2 mod H

3: Ci  Ci�1 þ b2i�2Ai�1

4: Di  Di�1 þ b2i�1Ai�1

5: Qi  Qi�1 þ a2i�2Ai�1

6: Ri  Ri�1 þ a2i�1Ai�1

7: end for

8: P Cg þ aDf
� �

mod H

9: S Qg þ aRf
� �

mod H

Algorithm 2. Bit-level form of Algorithm 1.

Input: A;B 2 GF(2k), H;H0; g ¼ dk=2e, and f ¼ bk=2c
Mult. Output: P ¼ A: B mod H

Square Output: S ¼ A: A mod H

Initialization:

A0 ¼ a0k�1 � � � a01a00a0�1a0�2
� � ak�1 � � � a1a000ð Þ

B bk�1 � � � b1b0ð Þ
C0 ¼ c0k�1 � � � c01c00

� � 0 � � � 00ð Þ
D0 ¼ d0k�1 � � � d01d00d0�1

� � 0 � � � 000ð Þ
Q0 ¼ q0k�1 � � � q01q00

� � 0 � � � 00ð Þ
R0 ¼ r0k�1 � � � r01r00r0�1

� � 0 � � � 000ð Þ
H hm�1 � � � h1h0ð Þ
H0  h0m�1 � � � h01h00

� �
Algorithm:

1: for 1 6 i 6 g do

2: ai�1�1  0; ai�1�2  0

3: for 0 6 j 6 k� 1 do

4: aij ¼ ai�1j�2 þ ai�1k�2hj þ ai�1k�1h
0
j

5: cij ¼ ci�1j þ b2i�2ai�1j

6: dij ¼ di�1j þ b2i�1ai�1j

7: qij ¼ qi�1j þ a2i�2ai�1j

8: rij ¼ ri�1j þ a2i�1ai�1j

9: end for

10: end for

11: df�1  0; rf�1  0

12: for 0 6 j 6 k� 1 do

13: pj ¼ cgj þ dfk�1hj þ dfj�1
14: sj ¼ qgj þ rfk�1hj þ rfj�1
15: end for
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4. Algorithm dependency graph

Fig. 1 indicates the extracted dependency graph (DG) from the
bit-level algorithm, Algorithm 2, for k ¼ 5. The DG is repre-
sented in the 2D space with the row index i and column index

j. The light red nodes (circles) of the DG represent the opera-
tion steps 4–8 of Algorithm 2, while light blue nodes represent
the operation steps 13 and 15 of the same algorithm. The upper

g rows of the DG compute the partial bits of the variables
A;C;D;Q;R according to steps 4–8 of Algorithm 2. The last
row computes the resulting bits of the output products P
and S according to steps 13 and 15 of Algorithm 2.

The inputs at the top of the DG are the initial bits

a0j ; c
0
j ; d

0
j ; q

0
j ; r

0
j ; hj and h0j of variables A;C;D;Q;R;H;H0,

respectively. In the upper g rows, the vertical lines represent

the intermediate bit values of cij; d
i
j; q

i
j; r

i
j; hj, and h0j, while the

slanted red lines represent the intermediate bit values of aij.

Also, in the upper g rows of the DG, the resulted intermediate

bit values of ai�1k�2; a
i�1
k�1 as well as the input bits of

a2i�2; a2i�1; b2i�2; b2i�1 are represented by the horizontal lines.

The produced bit values cgj ; d
f
j ; q

g
j ; r

f
j from the upper g rows

beside the broadcasted bits of hj are used as inputs to the last

row of the DG to produce the final bit values pj and sj of the

output products P and R, respectively, as indicated in Fig. 1.

The unified and scalable processor core that concurrently
performs both the multiplication and squaring operations
can be extracted from the DG by choosing a proper non-

linear scheduling and projection functions, as explained in
[25]. The scheduling function assigns a time value to each node
Fig. 1 DG of the unified bipartite algorithm for k ¼ 5.
(circle) of the DG. In contrast, the projection function maps
several DG nodes to a corresponding processing element
(PE) in the systolic/semi-systolic array block of the processor

core.

5. Proposed unified and scalable word-serial multiplier-squarer

processor core

By following the approach discussed in [25], we can choose the
following non-linear scheduling function to partition the DG

space, composed of k columns, into l equitemporal zones.

F Nð Þ ¼ i� 1ð Þ k

l

� �
þ k� 1� j

l

� �
þ 1 ð14Þ

where F Nð Þ is the time assigned to a node N i; jð Þ in the DG,
1 6 i 6 k and �c 6 j 6 k� 1. Where c is the number of the
added extra columns at the rightmost side of the DG as will
be discussed below.

Fig. 2 shows the equitemporal zones (the light green zones)
resulted from applying the scheduling function of Eq. (14) to
the DG. This figure indicates the node timing or scheduling

time for the case when k ¼ 5 and l ¼ 3. The time index inside
each zone represents the execution time of the constituting pro-
cessing nodes. When the number of the DG columns k is not a

multiple integer of l; c extra columns should be added to the
rightmost side of the DG. The value of c can be calculated

as c ¼ ldk
l
e � k. The added c columns lead to right padding

the variables A;H;H0;C;D;Q, and R by c zeros. For the case

when k ¼ 5 and l ¼ 3; c will equal to one and thus only one
more column should be added at the rightmost side of the
DG as shown in Fig. 2. In this case, the input variables

A;H;H0 should be expressed as:

A ¼ ak � � � a1 a0 a�1 a�2 0½ � ð15Þ

H ¼ hk�1 � � � h3 h2 h1 h0 0½ � ð16Þ

H0 ¼ h0k�1 � � � h03 h02 h01 h00 0
� 	 ð17Þ

The chosen non-linear scheduling function, Eq. (14), has the

advantage of making us able to control processor workload
(number of processing elements working at the same time)
per time instance. Also, it has the advantage of managing

the total number of time instances needed to perform the
whole computation of the multiplier-squarer. The workload
in our case is equal to l and the total number of time instances

required to perform the whole computation can be determined
by the following formula.

#Time Instances ¼ gþ 1ð Þ k

l

� �
ð18Þ

By observing the node timing in Fig. 2, we notice that only l
nodes are working at any given time. Thus, we can follow the
approach discussed in [25] to extract the following non-linear

projection function to map a node N i; jð Þ 2 D of Fig. 2 to a

node N o;mð Þ in the systolic/semi-systolic array space:

N o;mð Þ ¼Nsiso N i; jð Þ ð19Þ
o ¼i ð20Þ
m ¼k� 1� j mod l ð21Þ

Nsiso ¼ 1 : mod l½ � ð22Þ



Fig. 2 Scheduling time for the combined multiplication-squaring

operation for the case when k ¼ 5 and l ¼ 3. Fig. 3 Scalable word-serial semi-systolic multiplier-squarer pro-

cessor core.
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where ‘‘dot” is a place holder for the argument [25].
Fig. 3 displays the resulted scalable word-serial semi-

systolic multiplier-squarer processor core after applying the
previously extracted projection function, Eq. (19), to the nodes
of Fig. 2. The resulted processor core composes of the main

semi-systolic array block and the post-processing array block
besides some FIFO buffers and I/O registers as well as three
2-to-1 Multiplexers (MUXes). Both the main semi-systolic

array and the post-processing array blocks consist of PEs
arranged in one-dimensional array of one row and l columns.
The MUXes are used to select between the input words of vari-

ables A;H;H0 and their intermediate word values. The FIFO
buffers are used to sequentially fed the computed intermediate

words of C;D;Q;R;A;H and H0 to the inputs of the semi-

systolic array block through the different computation cycles.
As we notice, the FIFO of variable A is divided into two FIFO
buffers: FIFO-A and FIFO-a. This is attributed to that the

intermediate results of bits ad; ae, shown in Fig. 2, are fed to
their neighbour nodes after delayed by L� 1 time instances,

L ¼ k
l


 �
, while the remaining bits are fed to their neighbour

nodes after delayed by L time instances. Also, for the same rea-
son, the FIFOs of variables D and R are divided into two
FIFO buffers: (FIFO-D, FIFO-dd) and (FIFO-R, FIFO-rd).

All FIFO buffers displayed in Fig. 3 have the same width
and depth sizes of l bits and L storage elements, respectively,
except FIFO-a, FIFO-dd and FIFO-rd. FIFO-a has a fixed
width-size of 2 bits and a depth-size of L� 1. FIFO-dd and

FIFO-rd have a fixed width-size of 1 bit and a depth-size of
L� 1.

Fig. 4 shows the structure of the semi-systolic array block

for word-size l ¼ 3. The PEs (the light orange PEs) of the
semi-systolic array are similar except the leftmost one (the dark
orange PE). Figs. 5 and 6 show the logic details of the leftmost

PE and the remaining PEs of the semi-systolic array, respec-
tively. As we notice, the leftmost PE is slightly different from

the remaining PEs. It has two extra tri-state buffers controlled

by the control signal u to pass the intermediate bits of ai�1k�1 and
ai�1k�2 to the light orange PEs at time instances

n ¼ i� 1ð Þdk
l
e þ 1; 1 6 i 6 g. These bits besides the input bits

of a2i�1; a2i�2; b2i�1, and b2i�2 are used inside each PE to update
the intermediate words of variables C;D;Q;R, and A.

Fig. 7 shows the structure of the post-processing array

block for the word-size l ¼ 3. Similar to the semi-systolic array
block, the PEs (the light blue PEs) of the post-processing array
are similar except the leftmost one (the dark blue PE). Figs. 8
and 9 show the logic details of the leftmost PE and the remain-

ing PEs of the post-processing array, respectively. As we
notice, the leftmost PE (the dark blue PE) is slightly different
from the remaining PEs (the light blue PEs) of the post-

processing array. It has two extra tri-state buffers controlled

by the control signal u to pass the intermediate bits of rfk�1
and dfk�1 to the light blue PEs at time instances

n ¼ gð Þ k
l


 �þ 1. These bits are used inside all the PEs to com-

pute the final product words of P and S. Tri-State buffers
Tc, Td, Tq and Tr shown in Figs. 8 and 9 pass the produced val-

ues of cgj ; d
f
j ; q

g
j and rfj from the semi-systolic array block to the

post-processing array at the proper time. dfj ; r
f
j are passed one

time step earlier than cgj ; q
g
j if g– f (i.e., k has odd value).

For generic k and l values, we can summarize the operation

of the scalable word-serial semi-systolic processor core as
follows:

1. Through time periods, 1 6 n 6 k
l


 �
, the select signals of

MUXes MA;Mh0 , and Mh are set to sequentially transfer

the input words A;H 0, and H (starting from the most



Fig. 4 Semi-systolic array structure for l ¼ 3.

Fig. 5 Dark orange PE logic details of the semi-systolic array

block.

Fig. 6 Light Orange PE logic details the semi-systolic array.

Fig. 7 Scalable post-processing array structure for l ¼ 3.

Fig. 8 Dark blue PE logic details of the post-processing array.
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significant word) to inputs Ain;H 0in, and Hin of the semi-

systolic array block, respectively. Also, through these exe-

cution times, FIFO buffers FIFO-C, FIFO-D, FIFO-Q,
and FIFO-R are cleared to sequentially transfer zero words
to inputs Cin;Din;Qin, and Rin of the semi-systolic array

block. These zero words represent the initial values of vari-
ables C;D;Q;R as indicated in Algorithm 2. The depth of
FIFO buffers assures storing the initial zero words through
these time periods. Moreover, the bits of

a0k�1; a
0
k�2; a0; a1; b0, and b1 are broadcasted horizontally to

all PEs of the semi-systolic array block to be used alongside
the previously mentioned inputs to sequentially compute

the intermediate words of C;D;Q;R and A. The outputs
of the semi-systolic array block are pipelined through FIFO
buffers FIFO-C, FIFO-D, FIFO-Q, FIFO-R, FIFO-A, and
FIFO-a, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.



Fig. 9 Light blue PE logic details of the post-processing array.
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2. Through time periods, dkle < n < gð Þ k
l


 �þ 1, the select sig-

nals of MUXes MA;Mh0 and Mh are deactivated to sequen-
tially transfer the updated A words stored in FIFOs (FIFO-

A and FIFO-a) as well as the words of H 0 and H stored in

FIFO-H0 and FIFO-H, respectively, to the inputs of the
semi-systolic array block. These words alongside the
updated words C;D;Q;R, stored in FIFO-C, FIFO-D,

FIFO-Q and FIFO-R, as well as the broadcasted bits of

ai�1k�1; a
i�1
k�2; a2i�2; a2i�1; b2i�2 and b2i�1; 1 < i 6 l, are used to

sequentially compute the intermediate words of C;D;Q;R,
and A.

3. At time periods n ¼ i� 1ð Þdkle þ 1; 1 6 i 6 g, input bits

a2i�2; a2i�1; b2i�2 and b2i�1 are sequentially transferred
through the D-FFs shown in Fig. 3, to the corresponding

inputs of the semi-systolic array bock. Also, through these
time periods, the control signal u is enabled (u ¼ 0) to pass

the computed bits of ai�1k�1 and ai�1k�2; 1 6 i 6 k, through the

tri-state buffers shown in Fig. 5. These computed bits

alongside the input bits a2i�2; a2i�1; b2i�2; b2i�1 are horizon-
tally broadcasted to all the PEs of the semi-systolic array
through these execution periods.

4. Through time periods n ¼ idkle; 1 6 i 6 g, the control signal
v is activated (v ¼ 0) to enforce the least significant two bits
of operand A to have zero value as indicated at the right-
most edge of the activity graph shown in Fig. 2. This is

done through the AND gates shown in Fig. 4. Through
the remaining time periods, this control signal is deacti-
vated (v ¼ 1) to transfer ad and ae signals to the rightmost

PE of the semi-systolic array indicated in Fig. 4.

5. At time period n ¼ gð Þ k
l


 �þ 1, the common control signal

of the tri-state buffers, shown in Fig. 8, is activated

(u ¼ 0) to broadcast the updated bits of rfk�1 and df
k�1 to

all the PEs of the post-processing array shown in Fig. 7.
These bits besides the remaining input bits of the post-
processing array are used compute the final words of the

products P and S.

6. At time periods, n ¼ g þ 1ð Þdkle, the control signal v is acti-
vated (v ¼ 0) to enforce the least significant bits of oper-

ands D and R to have zero value as indicated at the
rightmost edge of the last row of the activity graph shown
in Fig. 2. This is done through the AND gates shown in

Fig. 7. Through the remaining time periods, this control
signal is deactivated (v ¼ 1) to transfer dd and rd signals
to the rightmost PE of the post-processing array indicated

in Fig. 7.

7. Through time periods gð Þ k
l


 �þ 1 6 n P g þ 1ð Þ k
l


 �
the

resulted output words of P and S will be loaded sequen-

tially, word-by-word, in registers P and S, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 3.

6. Complexities comparison

In this part, we compare the hardware and delay complexities

as well as the consumed energy of the presented word-serial
unified and scalable multiplier-squarer and the existing effi-
cient word-serial multipliers reported in [11,17,32,33]. The
hardware complexity (area) is estimated based on the number

of the basic logic gates/components constituting the hardware
structure of each design. The following gates/components are
most common in all the compared designs: Tri-State buffers,

2-input AND gate, 2-input XOR gate, 2-input Multiplexers,
and Flip-Flops. The delay complexity is estimated in terms
of the total latency (number of clock cycles required to pro-

duce the product) and the circuit critical path delay (CPD).
Table 1 displays the estimated hardware and delay com-

plexities of the compared designs. The following explains the
notations used in this table:

� k: field size
� l: operands word-size
� DA: propagation delay of the 2-input AND gate.
� DX : propagation delay of the 2-input XOR gate.
� DMUX : propagation delay of 1-bit 2-to-1 MUX.

� F 1 ¼ 7k þ k dlog keð Þ þ lþ 3

� F 2 ¼ 2l2 þ 2l dk=leð Þ þ 4lþ 1

� F 3 ¼ 2l2 þ 3l dk=leð Þ þ 2l
� L1 ¼ 2lþ 2dk=le2 þ 2dk=le
� s1 ¼ DA þ dlog2le þ 1ð ÞDX

� s2 ¼ DA þ 2DX

� s3 ¼ DA þ DX

To obtain a fair comparison between the compared struc-

tures, the estimated number of Flip-Flops for each design
should include the number of Flip-Flops of the I/O registers.

From Table 1, we notice the following: (1) The area com-

plexity of all the gates/components of the multiplier of Xie
[17] is of order O klð Þ and the delay complexity is of order
O dk=leð Þ. (2) The area complexities of AND gates, XOR gates,

and Flip-Flops of the multiplier of Pan [11] are of orders

O k
ffiffiffi
k
p �

;O k
ffiffiffiffi
kl
p� �

, and O kð Þ, respectively, while the delay

complexity is of order O
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k=l

p �
. (3) The area complexities

of all the gates/components of the multipliers of Hua [32]

and Chen [33] are of order O l2
� �

and their delay complexities

are of order O dk=leð Þ2. 4) The proposed multiplier-squarer

has area complexity of order O lð Þ for all the logic gates/compo-
nents except the Flip-Flops have area complexity of order
O dk=leð Þ. The delay complexity of the proposed multiplier-

squarer is of order O dk=leð Þ.



Table 1 Area and delay complexities comparison between the different word-serial field multipliers.

Design Tri-State AND XOR MUXs Flip-Flops Latency CPD

Xie [17] 0 kl klþ 3k� 3 k
l þ 3 0 2klþ 2kþ l 2dk=le þ 2dlog2le 2DX

Pan [11] 0 k
ffiffiffi
k
p ffiffiffiffi

kl
p

2þ kð Þ þ l 0 F1 2d ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k=l

p e s1
Hua [32] 0 l2 l2 þ 4� 5lþ 1 1ð Þ 0 F2 6ldk=le2 s2
Chen [33] 0 l2 þ l l2 þ 2l 2l 2ð Þ F3 L1 s3
Proposed 8l 6lþ 4 6l 3lþ 2 6ldk=le þ 4 dk=leð Þ gþ 1ð Þdk=le s2

(1) The estimated hardware complexity of the 3-input XOR gate is 1:5 times that of the 2-input XOR gate.

(2) The switches used in Multiplier of [33] have the same number of transistor as the 1-bit 2-to-1 MUX.
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Based on the order of area and delay complexities and for the

recommended filed size k ¼ 409 and the embeddedword-sizes of
l ¼ 8; l ¼ 16; l ¼ 32, we can expect that the proposed multiplier-
squarer achieves lower area complexity and a reasonable delay

complexity, in terms of the counted logic gates/components,
compared to the other multipliers. Table 1 does not include
the area and delay complexities of the interconnecting wires that
are difficult to estimate without CAD tools. Therefore, to have

more accurate and fair results, we should perform practical
implementations for the compared multipliers.

We modeled all the compared designs using the VHDL

hardware description language and synthesized them for the
NIST recommended field-size of k ¼ 409 and distinct values
of the embedded word sizes l (8; 16; 32). We used Synopsys

tools version 2005.09-SP2 with the NanGate (15 nm, 0.8 V)
Open Cell Library to synthesis the modeled designs. We used
the typical corner (VDD = 0.8 V and Tj ¼ 25�C) and unit drive

strength for all the utilized primitives. Table 2 shows the pro-
duced synthesis results for all the compared designs. The

obtained results include the design area (A) in terms of the
equivalent numbers of the 2-input NAND gates (Kgates),
the critical path delay (CPD) in ps, and the consumed power

in nW. The remaining design metrics added to Table 2 are
computed as follows: the total computation time (T) is calcu-
lated as the product of Latency (total number of clock cycles
required to produce the output results) and the obtained
Table 2 Implementation results of different word-serial field multip

Multiplier l Latency Area (A) CPD

[Kgates] [ps]

Xie [17] 8 324 92.98 50.8

16 172 146.96 50.8

32 98 195.13 50.8

Pan [11] 8 48 97.46 206.3

16 36 123.93 244.4

32 24 164.34 282.5

Hua [32] 8 259584 7.99 73.4

16 129792 10.40 73.4

32 64896 19.91 73.4

Chen [33] 8 11946 10.16 55.2

16 4678 13.51 55.2

32 1572 26.58 55.2

Proposed 8 10712 11.87 49.1

16 5356 11.67 49.1

32 2678 11.92 49.1
CPD values. The consumed energy (E) is computed as the pro-

duct of the obtained consumed power (P) and the computed
computation time (T).

The proposed unified multiplier-squarer structure performs

both multiplication and squaring operations concurrently,
while the compared multiplier structures of [11,17,32,33] per-
form only the multiplication operation. For a fair comparison
between the proposed unified multiplier-squarer structure and

the multiplier structures of [11,17,32,33], they should be run
twice to perform both operations. This will lead to duplicating
their time and consumed energy, as indicated in Table 2. In

spite of performing both multiplication and squaring opera-
tions, the proposed design has a reasonable area compared
to most of the other designs for different word sizes l. For

l ¼ 32, it has a lower area compared to all other designs by
at least 40.13%. This is attributed to the significant reduction
of the number of Flip-Flops of the proposed design as it signif-
icantly decreases as the word size increases, as indicated in

Table 1. Also, this accounts for the small variations in the total
area of the proposed design at the different word sizes. To clar-
ify this point more, as we notice in Table 1 all the logic gates/-

components of the proposed design are directly proportional
to the word size l except the Flip-Flops are inversely propor-
tional to l. This means that any increase in the number of

the logic gates/components is offset with a decrease in the
number of Flip-Flops.
liers for k ¼ 409 and different values of l.

Time (T) AT power (P) Energy (E)

[ns] [nW] [fJ]

16.46 1530.5 225.56 3.71

8.74 1284.4 375.5 3.28

4.98 971.8 477.4 2.38

9.90 964.9 252.91 2.50

8.80 1090.6 320.07 2.82

6.78 1114.2 425.09 2.88

19053.47 152237.2 4.35 82.88

9526.73 99077.9 5.85 55.73

4763.37 94838.7 11.15 53.11

659.42 6699.7 5.11 3.37

203.03 3488.7 8.38 1.70

86.77 2306.4 15.95 1.38

525.96 6248.4 5.25 2.76

262.98 3068.9 5.21 1.37

131.49 1567.4 5.28 0.69
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Due to the reduction of the area of the proposed design at
most of the word sizes l, it has lower power consumption
except at l ¼ 8 where the design of Pan [11] has a slightly lower

area. This saving in area leads to reducing the extracted para-
sitic capacitances and hence reducing the switching activities,
one of the main contributors of the dynamic power consump-

tion. The significant reduction of power consumption of the
proposed design leads to significant savings in the consumed
energy, as indicated in Table 2. Despite designs of Pan [11]

and Xie [17] have a significant reduction in total computation
time compared to the proposed design, they have higher con-
sumed energy at most values of l compared to the proposed
design except at l ¼ 8 where the design of Pan [11] has a

slightly lower consumed energy. The increase in the consumed
energy of these designs over the proposed design is attributed
to the significant increase in their area and hence their con-

sumed power. At l ¼ 16 and l ¼ 32, the proposed design has
a higher saving of consumed energy over all the compared
designs by at least 19.4% and 50%, respectively. Therefore,

we can conclude that the proposed design outperforms the
compared designs in terms of area and consumed energy at
l ¼ 32. This makes it more suitable for implementing

resource-constrained cryptographic primitives in all embedded
applications operating at word-size of 32 bits.

7. Summary and conclusion

This paper introduced a competent word-serial unified and
scalable semi-systolic multiplier-squarer processor core. It
has the advantage of simultaneously computing both multipli-

cation and squaring operations over GF 2k
� �

. It also shares the

data-path between the two operations, making it more effec-
tive in saving hardware and power resources. The design’s scal-
ability provides the designer with higher flexibility to manage

the processor data-path size and its computational time. The
achieved synthesis results of the proposed word-serial unified
structure and the efficient existing word-serial ones indicate

that the proposed structure outperforms the compared designs
in terms of area and consumed energy at l ¼ 32. Thus, the pro-
posed architecture is more appropriate for implementing cryp-

tographic primitives in all resource-constrained embedded
applications operating at this word-size.
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